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A chemically induced dynamic electron spin polarization (CIDEP) study has been accomplished on radical-
excited triplet pairs (RTP) in systems of metalloporphyrins, MgTPP, ZnTPP, and ZnOEP, and pyridine-
substituted nitronyl nitroxide radicals, nit-R (R) o-py, m-py, and p-py), by X- (9.5 GHz) and W-band (95
GHz) time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance (TREPR) in solution. Axial-ligations between the
porphyrins and the radicals were ascertained from visible absorption spectra except for the nit-o-py system.
The TREPR spectra were composed of two signals, which were assigned to those of the ground (D0) state of
the radical and the excited quartet (Q1) state of the RTP. These components showed two kinds of CIDEPs
in different time regions. The polarizations of the Q1 state were attributed to radical-triplet pair mechanisms
(RTPMs) with singlet and triplet precursors. In the nit-p-py and the nit-m-py systems, the polarizations of
the radical were generated via an electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT) from the Q1 state and the RTPM.
The CIDEPs observed for the nit-o-py system were interpreted by ESPT and RTPM with the excited triplet
(T1) porphyrin. From the analysis of the RTPM polarizations, an exchange interaction between the T1 porphyrin
and the radical was found to be ferromagnetic for the nit-p-py system and antiferromagnetic for the nit-m-py
and the nit-o-py systems.

Introduction

In recent years, chemically induced dynamic electron spin
polarizations (CIDEPs) have been extensively investigated in
various systems of radicals (R) and excited triplet (T) molecules
by means of time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance
(TREPR), which is a useful technique that enables us to observe
transient CIDEP signals of paramagnetic species.1-6 Stable
radicals are well-known to exhibit CIDEP effects due to a
radical-triplet interaction, which provides unique information
on spin and reaction dynamics in R-T systems.2-4,6 Two
CIDEP mechanisms, a radical-triplet pair mechanism (RTPM)1-6

and an electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT)6 have been
proposed to interpret generated polarizations. For RTPM, the
CIDEP arises from mixings of excited quartet (Q1) and doublet
(D1) states originating from an exchange interaction (Hex )
-2JST‚SD) between R and T. In this mechanism, two types of
mixings due to fine structure and hyperfine interactions produce
hyperfine-level-independent (net) and level-dependent (multip-
let) polarizations, respectively. The polarizations exhibit dif-
ferent signs depending on quenchings of excited singlet and
triplet states by radicals such as A+ A/E and E+ E/A under
J < 0, respectively.3,6 These polarizations are inverted to E+
E/A and A + A/E under J > 0 for the singlet and triplet
precursors, respectively. Therefore, analyses of the RTPM
polarizations directly provide information about a sign of the
exchange coupling parameterJ between R and T.
On the other hand, for ESPT the spin polarization originates

from the T1 state via a sublevel-dependent intersystem crossing

(isc) between S1 and T1. The T1 polarization is transferred to
a radical via the exchange interaction between R and T with
conservation of the spin alignment.6 Thus, the ESPT polariza-
tion appears on a radical exhibiting the same polarization of
the T1 state.

Excited quartet (Q1) and doublet (D1) states have been studied
in several systems of copper-7,8 and vanadium-porphyrins7c
and organic radicals9,10by means of TREPR, optically detected
magnetic resonance (ODMR), and transient absorption spec-
troscopy. Recently, an EPR signal of a Q1 state generated from
a radical-excited triplet pair (RTP) has been observed in solution
11 and those of Q1 and D1 states in a solid12 by TREPR.
Although RTP is a key species in elucidating the interaction
between R and T and the CIDEP mechanism,13 very few CIDEP
studies have been reported so far for RTP in solution.

Here, we report on electron spin polarizations of the RTPs
in systems of metalloporphyrins and axial-ligating stable radicals
by X- (9.5 GHz) and W-band (95 GHz) TREPR in toluene
solution. Our objectives are (1) direct observations of the Q1

and the D1 states in RTP, (2) interpretations of electron spin
polarizations of RTP in fluid solution, and (3) analyses of a
sign of an exchange coupling parameterJ between R and T.
Three kinds of nitroxide radicals, 2-(R)-4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-4,5-
dihydro-1H-imidazol-1-oxy-3-oxide (R) 2-pyridyl, 3-pyridyl,
4-pyridyl) which are abbreviated as nit-o-py, nit-m-py, and nit-
p-py, respectively, and metalloporphyrins, MgTPP, ZnTPP, and
ZnOEP (TPP) tetraphenylporphyrin; OEP) octaethylpor-
phyrin), were selected and are shown in Figure 1. The T1

porphyrins examined were reported to exhibit similar zero-field
splitting parametersD14-16 but different polarizations, emissive
for MgTPP14,15aand absorptive for ZnTPP15,16 and ZnOEP.16
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Experimental Section

MgTPP,17,19 ZnTPP,17,18 ZnOEP,17,18 nit-o-py,20 nit-m-py,20

and nit-p-py,20were synthesized according to methods described
in the literature. H2OEP was purchased from Aldrich to
synthesize ZnOEP. Spectral grade toluene as solvent and
pyridine (Wako Pure Chemicals) were used without further
purification. The solution was deaerated by repeated freeze-
pump-thaw cycles on a vacuum line in all experiments except
for UV-vis absorption measurements.
X-band (9.5 GHz) steady-state and time-resolved EPR

measurements were carried out using a modified JEOL JES-
FE2XG EPR spectrometer. In the TREPR experiments, a
transient EPR signal was taken directly from the microwave
detector diode without field modulation and fed into a labora-
tory-built fast amplifier. For TREPR spectra and time profiles,
the signal was collected and averaged by a NF BX-531 boxcar
integrator and an Iwatsu DM-7200 digital memory, respectively.
The W-band TREPR apparatus has been described previously.21

An OPO laser (MOPO-710 Spectra Physics) pumped by a Nd:
YAG laser (GCR 170 Spectra Physics) was employed to excite
the samples at various wavelengths in the visible region. In
the W-band TREPR experiments, the second harmonics (λ )
532 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser (GCR 170 Spectra Physics) was
used to excite the sample. UV-vis absorption spectra were
obtained using a Shimadzu UV-240 spectrometer. Transient
absorption measurements were performed by using a Nikon
G250 monochromator and a Hamamatsu Photonics R928
photomultiplier with a continuous wave Xe lamp (Hamamatsu
C4263). All experiments were made at room temperature.

Results and Interpretation

1. Absorption Spectra. Visible absorption spectra of
ZnTPP were measured at different concentrations of the nit-p-
py radical and are shown in Figure 2a. The spectrum was
shifted to the red with addition of nit-p-py, which indicates
ligation occurring between ZnTPP and nit-p-py. Figure 2b
shows the analyzed spectra of ZnTPP and the complex, where
the spectrum of the complex is observed at longer wavelength
(ca. 15 nm) and closely resembles that of the ZnTPP-pyridine
system.22 Similar spectral shifts were observed in the systems
of nit-m-py, but little shift was observed in the nit-o-py systems.
These results indicate directly that the axial ligation of nit-p-py
and nit-m-py occurs between the central metal of the porphyrin

and the nitrogen atom of the pyridine ring of the radical, as
shown in Figure 1. The following equilibrium (1) is achieved

among the species and the equilibrium constants for the ZnTPP,
ZnOEP, and MgTPP systems were determined as 5000, 3500,
2500( 700 M-1, respectively, from the analysis of the visible
absorption spectra at different concentrations of radicals (Figure
2). These values are similar to those reported for the porphy-
rin-pyridine systems.22 Accordingly, there are three species,
the noncoordinating radical, the uncomplexed metalloporphyrin,
and the complex existing in the nit-p-py and the nit-m-py
systems. For the nit-o-py system, such a strong axial ligation
occurring in nit-p-py and nit-m-py was not observed, probably
due to steric hindrance. However, we consider that the weak
ligation occurs between the oxygen atom of the radical and Zn
of ZnTPP from the spectral shift of phosphorescence observed
in the solid phase23 and the effect of pyridine described in the
section 2.
2. Spectra and Decays of CIDEP Signals.a. X-Band EPR.

(1). ZnTPP-nit-p-py System.A steady-state spectrum of nit-
p-py was observed as shown in Figure 3a, showing five peaks
(g ) 2.0068,AN ) 0.74 mT)24 due to two equivalent nitrogen
atoms of the nitroxide moiety. X-band TREPR spectra observed
for the ZnTPP (2 mM) and nit-p-py (5 mM) system are shown
in Figure 3b. Under these concentrations, 95% ZnTPP ligates
with nit-p-py, giving 1.9 mM complex, 0.1 mM free ZnTPP,
and 3.1 mM free nit-p-py. The laser wavelength was selected
at 620 nm in order to excite selectively the complex. The
signals were emissive at earlier times (0.1-0.2µs) and turned
to be absorptive at later times (0.5-0.6µs). It was also found
that two components of the CIDEP signals were observed as
sharp and broad ones in the spectra. We carried out a spectral
simulation as shown in Figure 4. The TREPR spectra were
simulated with the five Lorentzian peaks based on the EPR
parameters of nit-p-py (Figure 3a) and one broad Gaussian peak.
Theg value and the full width at half-height (∆B1/2) of the broad
signal were determined as 2.0032( 0.0005 and 1.8( 0.3 mT,
respectively. TREPR spectra under the concentrations of 0.5
mM ZnTPP and 0.5 mM nit-p-py are shown in Figure 3c. The
spectra observed at 0.1-0.2 and 0.5-0.6 µs showed the same
polarizations as those under the higher concentration (Figure
3b), though the line width of the sharp peaks are narrower. In
the TREPR spectrum at 1.5-1.6 µs, no broad signals were
observed, and the sharp signal with a hyperfine-level-dependent

Figure 1. Molecular structures of metalloporphyrins, nitroxide radicals,
and the axial-ligated complex.

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of (a) ZnTPP with different concentra-
tions of nit-p-py and (b) those of (i) ZnTPP and (ii) the ZnTPP-nit-p-
py complex in toluene.

MP+ nit-pya [nit-py‚‚‚MP] (M ) Mg, Zn) (1)
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A/E polarization was distinctly observed together with the net
A polarization.
Time profiles of the sharp peak at the lowest field and the

broad peak are shown in Figure 5 including a time profile of
the optical transient absorption. The time profiles were
measured at low concentration of the radical (0.5 mM; Figure
3c) to avoid an overlap of the broad and the sharp signals. In
this system, 0.27 mM complex, 0.23 mM free ZnTPP, and 0.23
mM free nit-p-py are in existence. The decay curve of the sharp
CIDEP signal was analyzed by a double-exponential function
with time constants of 0.37( 0.08 and 2.0( 0.2 µs for the
emissive and absorptive components, respectively. The decay
curve of the broad CIDEP signal was analyzed by a triple-
exponential function with 0.1( 0.08, 0.35( 0.08, and 1.9(
0.2 µs. The transient absorption observed under the laser

excitation at 580 nm was assigned to the triplet-triplet (T-T)
absorption of ZnTPP from the spectral shape (λmax ) 465 nm)
and its excitation spectrum. The decay of the T-T absorption,
namely the decay of T1 ZnTPP, was found to follow a single-
exponential function with a time constant of 1.8( 0.1µs. These
results indicate that the absorptive polarization of the sharp
signal (2.0( 0.2 µs) decays with the same time constant as
that (1.8( 0.1µs) of T1 ZnTPP. Since the broad signal having
g) 2.0032 and∆B1/2 ) 1.8 mT was not observed at later times
(Figure 3c), the slow component observed at the broad peak is
attributed to the signal of thermalized T1 ZnTPP having a much
larger line width (∆B1/2 ) 9 mT).6b,26

(2). ZnTPP-nit-m-py System.X-band TREPR spectra were
observed with the laser excitation at 620 nm in the ZnTPP-nit-
m-py system and are shown in Figure 6, where the time profiles
of the sharp CIDEP signal and the T-T absorption of ZnTPP
are also shown. The sharp (g ) 2.0068( 0.0002) and broad

Figure 3. (a) X-band steady-state EPR spectrum of nit-p-py. Time-
resolved EPR spectra for the ZnTPP and nit-p-py system; (b) ZnTPP
(2 mM) and nit-p-py (5 mM) and (c) ZnTPP (0.5 mM) and nit-p-py
(0.5 mM). The gate times are described in the figure.

Figure 4. (a) The X-band TREPR spectrum (‚‚‚) of the ZnTPP (2
mM) and nit-p-py (5 mM) system at 0.5-0.6 µs (Figure 3b) and its
simulation (s) with superposition of the two components; (b) the five
Lorentzian peaks with the EPR parameters (g) 2.0068 andAN ) 0.74
mT) of the nit-p-py radical and the broad Gaussian peak withg )
2.0032 and∆B1/2 ) 1.8 mT.

Figure 5. Time profiles of (a) the sharp signal at the lowest-field and
(b) the broad signal in the CIDEP spectrum of the ZnTPP (0.5 mM)
and nit-p-py (0.5 mM) system. The inset shows the time profile of the
T-T absorption of ZnTPP.

Figure 6. X-band TREPR spectra observed at (a) 0.1-0.2µs, (b) 0.2-
0.3µs, and (c) 0.5-0.6µs and (d) time profile of the sharp signal for
the ZnTPP (1 mM) and nit-m-py (1 mM) system. The inset shows the
time profile of the T-T absorption of ZnTPP.
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signals (g) 2.0023( 0.0005) were again observed as those in
the ZnTPP-nit-p-py system. The CIDEP signals showed
absorptive (A) and emissive (E+ E/A) polarizations at earlier
and later time regions, respectively. These polarizations are
just opposite to those obtained for the ZnTPP-nit-p-py system.
The decay curves of the sharp CIDEP signal and the T-T
absorption of ZnTPP were analyzed by a double-exponential
function with the time constant of 0.55( 0.08 (absorptive) and
1.5( 0.2µs (emissive) and a single-exponential function with
1.6( 0.1µs, respectively. These results indicate that the slow
component of the sharp signal decays with the same time
constant of T1 ZnTPP.
(3). ZnTPP-nit-o-py System.X-band TREPR spectra ob-

tained in the ZnTPP-nit-o-py system are shown in Figure 7
together with time profiles of a sharp CIDEP signal and the
T-T absorption of ZnTPP. In this system, only the sharp signal
was observed, providing absorptive and emissive polarizations
at earlier and later time regions, respectively. The emissive
CIDEP signals exhibited a hyperfine-level-dependent E/A
polarization, which is of opposite and same phase as those
obtained for the nit-p-py and the nit-m-py systems, respectively.
The decay curve of the sharp signal was found to be fitted by
a double-exponential function with the time constants of 0.61
( 0.08 (absorptive) and 1.9( 0.2 µs (emissive). The decay
curve of the T-T absorption of ZnTPP was simulated by a
single-exponential function with 1.8( 0.1 µs, indicating
coincidence in the decay times of the slower component of the
CIDEP signal and the T-T absorption. This was also the case
in the nit-p-py and nit-m-py systems.
In order to examine an interaction between nit-o-py and

metalloporphyrins, 1 M pyridine was added to the nit-o-py
system, since most of the porphyrins ligate with pyridine.
Although the CIDEP signal with the faster decay was not
quenched, the intensity of the signal with the slower decay
decreased strikingly. This result indicates that the weak
interaction surely occurs between the radical and the porphyrin,
as reported in the phenyl-nitronyl nitroxide radical system.6b

(4). Other Systems.In the MgTPP-nit-p-py and the MgTPP-
nit-m-py systems, X-band TREPR spectra were obtained as

shown in Figure 8. The sharp and broad CIDEP signals were
observed atg ) 2.0069 ( 0.0002 and 2.0038( 0.0005,
respectively, in both the systems. In the nit-p-py system, both
the sharp and broad CIDEP signals have the faster and slower
decays, whose polarizations are an emission (E) and an
absorption (A) of microwave, respectively. The reverse polar-
izations of A and E were observed in the nit-m-py system. These
polarization patterns are just the same as those in the ZnTPP
systems.
The obtained CIDEPs in all systems are summarized in Table

1. From the table, it follows that the observed polarizations of
both the sharp and broad signals in the nit-p-py and the nit-m-
py systems are independent of the central metal but dependent
on the kind of radical. For the nit-o-py system, the first
polarizations observed at the earlier time exhibited the same
signs of the T1 polarizations of the corresponding porphyrins.
The second later ones provided emissions, which are indepen-
dent of the kind of porphyrin. From the analyses of the decay
curves in all systems, it was found that the first CIDEP signal
decays with 0.51( 0.15µs and the second signal arises and
decays with 0.51( 0.15µs and a few microseconds, respec-
tively. The slower decay times always agree well with the triplet
lifetimes of the porphyrins.
b. W-Band EPR.In order to confirm an existence of the

broad signal and determine exactly its EPR parameters ofg and
∆B1/2, we carried out time-resolved W-band EPR experiments.
Obtained TREPR spectra are shown in Figure 9 for the ZnTPP-

Figure 7. X-band TREPR spectra observed at (a) 0.1-0.2µs and (b)
1.5-1.7µs and (c) the time profile of the sharp signal for the ZnTPP
(1 mM) and nit-o-py (1 mM) system. The inset shows the time profile
of the T-T absorption of ZnTPP.

Figure 8. X-band TREPR spectra observed for (a) the MgTPP-nit-p-
py and (b) the MgTPP-nit-m-py systems. The gate times are described
in the figure.

TABLE 1: The CIDEPs Observed in Systems of
Metalloporphyrins and Axial-Ligating Nitroxide Radicals

porphyrins radicals sharp (R)a,b broad (Q1)a,b

MgTPP nit-p-py Ef A E f A
nit-m-py Af E A f E
nit-o-py Ef E

ZnTPP nit-p-py Ef A E f A
nit-m-py Af E A f E
nit-o-py Af E

ZnOEP nit-p-py Ef A
nit-m-py Af E
nit-o-py Af E

a E and A denote an emission and an absorption of microwave,
respectively.bR and Q1 stand for the radicals and the excited quartet
states, respectively.
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nit-p-py and the MgTPP-nit-p-py systems. From the figure, it
is distinctly found that the TREPR spectra are composed of both
sharp and broad components with differentg values. These
spectra were simulated by the five Lorentzian lines used for
the simulation of the X-band EPR spectrum (g ) 2.0068(
0.0002,AN ) 0.74( 0.1 mT, intensity ratio) 1:2:3:2:1) and
the broad Gaussian line with theg values of 2.0034( 0.0005
for the ZnTPP system and of 2.0042( 0.0005 for the MgTPP
system. The line width (∆B1/2) was obtained as 2.0( 0.3 and
0.9( 0.1 mT for the ZnTPP and MgTPP systems, respectively.
Similar experiments were made on the ZnTPP-nit-m-py and the
MgTPP-nit-m-py systems. The broad signal was also observed
as in the nit-p-py systems and could be simulated by the
Gaussian line shape with EPR parameters,g) 2.0032( 0.0005
and∆B1/2 ) 1.4 ( 0.2 mT for the ZnTPP system andg )
2.0043( 0.0005 and∆B1/2 ) 1.3 ( 0.2 mT for the MgTPP
system. From the results, it is found that theg value depends
on the central metal of the porphyrin. The line width of the
broad signal decreased with the delay time of the gate;∆B1/2
) 1.2( 0.2 mT with the gate time of 10-50 ns and 0.9( 0.1
mT with 50-100 ns for the MgTPP-nit-m-py system. This
phenomenon is interpreted in terms of a well-known effect that
arises from the interaction between the microwave field and
the transient magnetization.27 On the basis of the results
obtained by X- and W-band TREPR, it is concluded that the
line widths of the broad signals are 1.1( 0.3 mT in all systems
except for the ZnTPP-nit-p-py system, where the somewhat
broader signal was observed.
3. Origin of the CIDEP Signals. The dependence of the

CIDEPs on the excitation wavelength was examined in order
to elucidate the origin of the polarizations. Figure 10 shows
time profiles of the sharp CIDEP signals observed in the ZnTPP
(0.5 mM)-nit-p-py (0.5 mM) system with excitations at 540 and
620 nm. Under this condition, 54% ZnTPP ligate with nit-p-

py, indicating that three species, ZnTPP, nit-p-py, and the axial-
ligating complex, are present with almost the same amounts in
this system. As shown in Figure 2, the complex is selectively
excited at 620 nm and ZnTPP is excited dominantly at 540 nm.
From the time profiles of the ZnTPP-nit-p-py system, it is found
that the sharp signal with the faster decay diminishes at the
excitation wavelength of 540 nm,28 whereas the sharp signal
with the slower decay increases strikingly. The broad signal is
stronger at 600 nm than that obtained at 540 nm. By comparing
these results with those of the concentrated radical system
(Figure 3b) where the more complexes are existing, it is
concluded that the sharp signal having the slower decay is
generated from both the complex and free ZnTPP. On the other
hand, the broad signal and the sharp signal with the faster decay
are not produced from free ZnTPP but from the complex.

Discussion

1. Electronic States of the Radical-Ligated Porphyrin.
A schematic energy diagram of the RTP system is shown in
Figure 11.29 The exchange interaction between R-T gives rise
to excited quartet (Q1) and doublet (D1) states, and their splitting
(3J) varies depending on the distance between the porphyrin
and the radical as shown in the figure. On laser excitation, the
complex is initially excited to the D3 state which is composed
of D0 of the radical and S1 of the porphyrin. The populations
of the D3 state decay via an intersystem crossing (isc) to the
4(T1-D0) (named Q1) state and an internal conversion (ic) to
the 2(T1-D0) (named D1) state under the condition thatJ .
|gâB|. The populations of the D1 state are larger than those of
the Q1 state just after the laser excitation owing to the faster ic
compared with the isc and become smaller due to the faster
decay to the D0 state. RTPM polarizations are generated from
interactions between the Q1 and D1 states with their unequal
populations.
2. Assignment of the CIDEP Signal. Both the sharp and

broad TREPR signals were observed in the nit-p-py and the
nit-m-py systems, and only the sharp signal was observed for
the nit-o-py system. The sharp signals provided the same EPR
parameters as those of the steady-state EPR signals of the
radicals and are assigned to the signals of the ground state (D0)
of the noncoordinated radical and/or the radical-ligated por-
phyrin.
The broad CIDEP signals were clearly separated atg) 2.003

( 0.001 for the ZnTPP system and atg ) 2.004( 0.001 for
the MgTPP system by the W-band experiments. It is also
indicated that the broad signal is generated by the direct
excitation of the complex. Therefore, the signal is considered
to come from the excited state of the complex. Theg values12

Figure 9. W-band TREPR spectra obtained at 0.01-0.06µs and 0.05-
0.10µs for (a) the ZnTPP-nit-p-py and (b) the MgTPP-nit-p-py systems,
respectively. The solid curves are the spectral simulations using the
parameters described in the text.

Figure 10. Time profiles of the sharp signals observed at the excitation
wavelengths of 540 (thick line) and 620 nm (thin line) for the ZnTPP-
nit-p-py system by X-band TREPR.

Figure 11. Energy diagram of the radical-ligated porphyrin system
underJ < 0. The solid and dotted lines denote the RTPM with singlet
and triplet precursors, respectively.
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of the Q1 and the D1 states are expressed as follows, under the
condition that the exchange interaction (J) is stronger than the
Zeeman interaction (∼0.3 cm-1), the hyperfine coupling (∼10-3

cm-1), and the zero-field splitting (∼10-2 cm-1),12

Theg values of the Q1 and D1 states are estimated to be 2.001
( 0.003 and 1.995( 0.003, respectively, from eqs 2 and 3 and
theg values of T1 ZnTPP (1.998( 0.003)16 and nit-p-py (2.0068
( 0.0002). Theg value (2.003( 0.001) of the broad signal
for the ZnTPP system is in good agreement with that of the Q1

state, which indicates that the broad signal is due to the Q1 state.
For the MgTPP system, although theg value of the T1 MgTPP
was not reported, it is expected thatg is closer to that (2.0023)
of a free electron than that of T1 ZnTPP as already shown in
the anion radicals of ZnTPP and MgTPP.32 Then, theg value
of the Q1 state is expected to be larger in the MgTPP system
(2.004 ( 0.001) than that in the ZnTPP system, which is
consistent with the result obtained in our system.
The simulation of the line shape was carried out by taking

into consideration of contribution from hyperfine splittings. The
magnitude of the hyperfine interaction in the Q1 state is
expressed as8c,33

From eq 4, the hyperfine splitting in the Q1 state is found to be
one-third of those in the T1 and D0 states. The hyperfine
coupling constants are estimated from those of the cation and
the anion of ZnTPP,AN ) 0.158 mT (ZnTPP+)34 andAâ-H )
0.093 mT (ZnTPP-),32 and the nitroxide radical, 0.74 mT (nit-
p-py), because the unpaired electrons of the Q1 state are
considered to be mostly occupied in the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) of ZnTPP and the singly occupied molecular
orbital (SOMO) of the radical. A typical example of the
simulated spectrum is shown in Figure 12, where the observed
spectrum agrees well with the simulated one having the Gaussian
line width (∆B1/2) of 0.2 mT on each hyperfine line. The line
width (0.2 mT) is considered to come from the unresolved lines
due to the weak hyperfine coupling. On the basis of the
simulations of both theg value and line width, the broad signal
is definitively assigned to that of the Q1 state of RTP.35

There are two kinds of allowed transitions in the Q1 state,
|Q1 ( 3/2〉 a |Q1 ( 1/2〉 and |Q1 + 1/2〉 a |Q1 - 1/2〉. The
former transition is expected to provide a much broader
spectrum than the latter one due to the zero-field splitting (zfs).
TheD value of the Q1 state was already reported as 0.25 GHz
from the low-temperature experiment and the molecular orbital
(MO) calculation.12 For T1 ZnTPP, the TREPR spectrum (∆B1/2
) 9 mT) was observed in toluene at room temperature and
interpreted by slow rotations of molecules giving insufficient
averaging of the zfs (D ) 0.93 GHz). This is also considered
to be the case of the Q1 spectrum at room temperature.6b,26

Although the separation (4D) of the outermost lines in the Q1
state is about one-half of that (2D′) in the T1 state, the rotational
correlation time of the complex must be longer than that for
ZnTPP. The broadening due to incomplete averaging in the
|Q1 ( 3/2〉 a |Q1 ( 1/2〉 transitions is surely much larger than
the obtained line width (0.2 mT) of the Q1 state. From these
analyses, it is concluded that the observed broad signal is due
to the |Q1 + 1/2〉 a |Q1 - 1/2〉 transitions.
3. CIDEP of the Q1 State. The CIDEP signals of the Q1

state showed two polarizations with different decay times
analogous to the radical signals. The polarizations varied from
an emission (E) to an absorption (A) of microwave for the nit-
p-py system and A to E for the nit-m-py system, as summarized
in Table 1. The signs of the CIDEPs are not dependent on the
porphyrin but on the radical. The CIDEPs due to RTPM with
singlet (S) and triplet (T) precursors are A and E forJ < 0 and
E and A for J > 0, respectively, depending on the sign ofJ
(Hex ) -2JST‚SD). The polarization due to the S precursor
RTPM decays faster than that due to the T precursor RTPM,
because the D1 state deactivates to D0 via a prompt internal
conversion, as described in section 1. From the results, the first
and second CIDEPs of the Q1 state are attributed to RTPM with
S and T precursors, respectively, having different signs ofJ,
positive for the nit-p-py system and negative for the nit-m-py
system.
Since the encounter of a radical with a short-lived S1molecule

is very crucial for RTPM with S precursors, the decay rate of
the S1 state must be comparable or slower than the collision
rate. The S1 lifetimes of the MgTPP,36aZnTPP,36 and ZnOEP36b

were reported to be 9.2, 2.7, and 2.5 ns, respectively, which is
shorter than the inverse (100 ns) of the collision rate37 in toluene
with [porphyrin]) [radical]) 1 mM. However, in our system
such an encounter is not necessary, because the radical-ligated
porphyrin is directly excited and the condition of more popula-
tions in D1 than in Q1 is achieved just after the excitation.
Mixings in energy levels of RTP are one of the important
requirements for RTPM polarizations. We consider that the
metal-ligand vibration occurring in the excited states of the
complex leads Q1 and D1 to the mixing regions (Figure 11).
The spin-selective isc from the D3 (D0 + S1) state to the Q1

(D0 + T1) state would produce polarizations on the Q1 state
originating from those of T1 porphyrins, an absorption for
ZnTPP12 and ZnOEP and an emission for MgTPP. Such
polarizations, however, were not actually observed in solution.
4. CIDEP of Radicals. In the nit-p-py and the nit-m-py

systems, axial-ligations (eq 1) were shown to occur between
the porphyrins and the nitroxide radicals from the shift of the
visible absorption spectra (Figure 2). Such a distinct spectral
change was not observed for the nit-o-py radical. We analyze
the CIDEPs in the nit-p-py and the nit-m-py systems separately
from those in the nit-o-py system.
In the nit-p-py and the nit-m-py systems, two kinds of CIDEP

signals appeared on the radical in different time regions. The
results for the fast component are summarized as follows. (1)

Figure 12. (a) The stick plots of the hyperfine splitting lines expected
for the Q1 state. (b) The dotted and solid curves denote the observed
spectrum of the broad signal for the MgTPP-nit-m-py system with
W-band TREPR and the simulated spectrum with the line width of 0.2
mT on each hyperfine line, respectively.

g(Q1) ) (gR + 2gT)/3 (2)

g(D1) ) -(gR - 4gT)/3 (3)

〈Q,Ms|Hhf|Q,Ms′〉 ) (1/3)(ARIz + AT1Iz + AT2Iz)MsδMsMs′
(4)
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The polarizations are emissive for the nit-p-py system and
absorptive for the nit-m-py system. (2) These signs are in good
agreement with those of the corresponding Q1 states (Table 1).
(3) The intensity increases with increasing the excitation of the
ligating complex. (4) The decay time (0.51( 0.15µs) of the
polarization is the same as the spin-lattice relaxation (SLR)
time (τ1) of the radical (τ1 ) 0.6( 0.1µs)6bwithin experimental
error. The electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT) rate in
toluene was reported to be the same as the diffusion rate (1×
107 s-1) at [TEMPO]) 1 mM, which is comparable to the decay
rate (1× 107 s-1) of the fast polarization of the Q1 state. These
results lead us to conclude that this fast polarization is due to
an ESPT from the polarized Q1 state to the D0 state of the free
radical and/or the complex.38 As the translational and rotational
diffusion rates39 of the radical are faster than those of the
complex and a fast encounter between a polarized donor and
an acceptor is important for the ESPT process,6 the ESPT is
considered to occur dominantly to the nonligating radical.
The results for the slower component are summarized as

follows. (1) The polarizations are absorptive (A+ A/E) for
the nit-p-py system and emissive (E+ E/A) for the nit-m-py
systems, which show the same polarizations due to RTPM with
T precursors under positive and negative signs ofJ, respectively.
(2) The polarization is generated from both excitations of the
axial-ligating complex and the free porphyrin. (3) The rise (0.51
( 0.15µs) and decay times of the polarizations are the same
as the SLR time (0.6( 0.1 µs) of the radical and those of the
corresponding T1 porphyrins, respectively. The T precursor
RTPM polarization arises and decays with a SLR time (τ1) of
the radical and a decay time (τd) of the T1 state, respectively,
whenτ1 < τd.6 From these results, the slow component of the
polarization is assigned to be due to the RTPM with T
precursors. The RTPM is considered to occur in processes of
the dissociation of the complex and the encounter of the radical
and T1 porphyrin. The polarization patterns of A+ A/E and E
+ E/A indicate that the sign of the electron exchange parameter
J is positive for the nit-p-py system and negative for the nit-
m-py system, which is in good agreement with the results
obtained from the Q1 polarization described in the previous
section. The result that the exchange coupling between the T1

state and the radical is reversed for the isomeric ligated
porphyrins is very interesting and is discussed in the following
section.
For the nit-o-py systems, only the sharp signals were observed

with two kinds of polarizations; the first polarizations were
emissive for the MgTPP system and absorptive for the ZnTPP
and the ZnOEP systems, showing the same polarizations as those
of the corresponding T1 porphyrins. The decay time (0.61(

0.08) of this polarization was the same as the SLR time (0.6(
0.1 µs) of the radical.6b The second CIDEP was emissive in
all the systems, involving the hyperfine-level-dependent E/A
polarization. The decay time of the second polarization was in
good agreement with that of each T1 porphyrin. From these
results, the first and second polarizations are attributed to ESPT
and RTPM with triplet precursors, respectively, between the
T1 porphyrins and the radicals.J is determined to be negative
in this system.
5. Electron-Spin Exchange Interaction. In most systems

of transient radical pairs in solution, the exchange interaction
parameterJ exhibits a negative sign, since two tumbling radicals
have little chance in getting conformations with positiveJ as
compared with those with negativeJ.40 In our system, however,
it was demonstrated from the analyses of the RTPM polariza-
tions of both the radical and the Q1 state thatJ is positive for
the nit-p-py system. Here, we discuss why the sign ofJ
becomes positive for the nit-p-py system. The energy diagram
and the coupling pattern of the possible candidates of our
systems are schematically shown in Figure 13. The orbitals
involved in the T1 porphyrin are the HOMO (a1u or a2u) and
the LUMO (eg) of the S0 porphyrin. For the nit-p-py radical,
two types of orbitals should be considered, the SOMO (π*)
orbital localized on the nitroxide moiety25,41 and the orbitals
delocalized over the pyridine ring (DPMO) such as the highest
doubly occupied MO.41

For the nit-p-py system, the axial ligation at the para position
of the pyridine ring makes the direct interactions between the
HOMO-LUMO of the porphyrin and the SOMO of the radical
much weaker due to their large separation (∼6 Å). The
interaction between the HOMO-LUMO and the SOMO through
the central metal of the porphyrins and the pyridine is also
considered to be less effective, since the spin densities on these
parts are very low (∼1%).25,41,42 On the other hand, the
interaction between the HOMO-LUMO of the porphyrin and
the DPMO of the radical is enhanced by a close approach via
the axial ligation and causes the spins of the unpaired electrons
to couple ferromagnetically (J > 0) as shown in Figure
13a.41,43,44

For the nit-m-py system, the interactions via the direct
overlaps of the HOMO-LUMO of the porphyrin and the SOMO
of the radical are dominant because of their shorter distance
(∼3 Å). These interactions lead us to predict a negativeJ value,
which was realized in the experiment. For the nit-o-py system,
as the direct overlap of the SOMO of the radical and the HOMO
and LUMO of the porphyrin is strong due to the interaction via
the oxygen of the radical,J becomes negative. These interaction

Figure 13. Schematic illustration of interorbital interactions for (a) the nit-p-py and (b) the nit-m-py and the nit-o-py systems. The energies of the
MOs of the porphyrin (TPP) and the radical are reported in ref 45.
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schemes in the nit-m-py and the nit-o-py systems are demon-
strated in Figure 13b.

Conclusion

X- and W-band TREPR studies have been made on electron
spin polarizations of radical-triplet pairs (RTP) in systems of
excited triplet (T1) porphyrins and axial-ligating radicals. The
TREPR spectra exhibited two kinds of signals in solution at
room temperature, which were unambiguously assigned by
W-band EPR to those of the ground (D0) state of the radical
and excited quartet (Q1) state of the RTP. Each signal showed
two CIDEP polarizations in different time regions. It was found
that the CIDEPs of the Q1 state with faster and slower decays
are due to radical-triplet pair mechanisms (RTPMs) with singlet
and triplet precursors, respectively. In the nit-p-py and the nit-
m-py systems, the polarizations of the radical were interpreted
in terms of an electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT) from
the polarized Q1 state and RTPM. The CIDEPs for the nit-o-
py system were explained by ESPT and RTPM with triplet
precursors between the T1 porphyrin and the radical.
The RTPM polarizations provided information about the

exchange coupling parameterJ between the T1 porphyrin and
the radical: J is positive for the nit-p-py system and negative
for the nit-m-py and the nit-o-py systems. The positiveJ
peculiar to the nit-p-py system was explained by consideration
of the interaction between theπ and π* orbitals of the T1
porphyrin and the molecular orbital delocalized over the pyridine
ring of the radical.
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